Abstract. One possible approach to exact real arithmetic is to use linear fractional transformations to represent real numbers and computations on real numbers. In this paper, we show that the bit sizes of the (integer) parameters of nearly all transformations used in computations are proportional to the number of basic computational steps executed so far. Here, a basic step means consuming one digit of the argument(s) or producing one digit of the result.
Introduction
Linear Fractional Transformations (LFT's) provide an elegant approach to real number arithmetic 8, 16, 11, 14, 12, 6] . One-dimensional LFT's x 7 ! ax+c bx+d are used as digits and to implement basic functions, while two-dimensional LFT's (x; y) 7 ! axy+cx+ey+g bxy+dx+fy+h provide binary operations such as addition and multiplication, and can be combined to in nite expression trees denoting transcendental functions. In Section 2, we present the details of the LFT approach. This provides the background for understanding the results in the remainder of this paper.
LFT's can be modelled within linear algebra. If the four parameters of a onedimensional LFT are written as a (2,2)-matrix (shortly called matrix), functional composition becomes matrix multiplication. Likewise, the eight parameters of a two-dimensional LFT can be written as a (2,4)-matrix (called tensor). We refer to matrices and tensors collectively as transforms. Basic computational steps such as consuming one digit of the argument(s) (absorption) or producing one digit of the result (emission) can be realised as variants of matrix multiplication applied to a transform and a digit matrix.
Usually, all the transforms used in real number arithmetic have integer components. Naively, one may think that these components become bigger by absorptions, and become smaller again by emissions. Technically, the components may decrease by reduction, i.e., division of all components of the transform by a common factor; as transforms denote rational functions, reduction does not a ect their semantics.
Practical experiments have shown, however, that in most cases, the potential for reduction is negligible. The greatest common factor of the components of a transform is usually 1, and in nearly all of the remaining cases, it is just 2. In Sections 3 and 4, we show some upper and lower bounds for common factors. The full proof of the practically observed behaviour is obtained later (Corollary 12 in Section 6.4).
Practical experiments have also shown that in most cases, the bit size of the entries of a transform is roughly equal to the number of emitted digits. The main contribution of this paper is the formalisation (and of course proof) of these practical observations. First, we derive upper bounds for the sizes of the entries of a transform in Section 5. In Section 6, lower bounds for the determinant and the size of the biggest entry are obtained in the case of matrices. Tensors are handled in Section 7. Finally, we discuss these results and their impact on the complexity of real number computation.
Exact Real Arithmetic by Linear Fractional Transformations
In this section, we present the framework of exact real arithmetic by LFT's 8, 16, 11] . After a general introduction, we specialise to the version used by the group of Edalat and Potts at Imperial College 14,12,13,15,6].
From Digit Streams to Linear Fractional Transformations
There are many ways to represent real numbers as in nite objects 3,2,4, 5].
Here, we are only concerned with representations as in nite streams of \digits". These streams are evaluated incrementally; at any given time, only a nite pre x of the stream is known. There are several di erent stream representations which can be grouped into two large families: variations of the familiar decimal representation 1,3,2,5,7, 11,10], and continued fraction expansions 8, 16, 9] .
For the rst family, consider the usual decimal representation. with natural numbers a n and b n . Every pair p = (a; b) corresponds to the rational function p with p (x) = a+ b x = ax+b x . Similar to the case above, an in nite continued fraction corresponds to the intersection
The formal similarity between the two approaches presented above leads to the following generalisation 8, 16, 14, 12, 13, 15, 6] 
LFT's and Matrices
Every 2-2-matrix A = ? a b c d of real numbers denotes an LFT hAi, which is given by hAi(x) = ax+c bx+d . LFT's described by non-singular matrices, i.e., matrices A with determinant det A = ad ? bc 6 = 0, are considered as endofunctions of IR ? = IR f1g, the one-point compacti cation of the real line. The value 1 arises as r=0 with r 6 = 0, and on the other hand, hAi(1) is de ned to be a=b. For LFT's described by singular matrices, an additional`number' ? (unde ned) is needed which arises as 0=0. The value of hAi(?) is de ned to be ?.
The mapping A 7 ! hAi is not one-to-one; for, hAi = hrAi holds for all r 6 = 0. We shall write A = B if hAi = hBi, or equivalently B = rA for some r 6 = 0. Composition of LFT's can be expressed by matrix multiplication: hAi hBi = hA Bi. The equivalence relation` =' is a congruence w.r.t. multiplication.
The determinant det A is a well-known property of a matrix A. 
Since the two entries in the top row di er by 2, these matrices are either in lowest terms or 2-reducible. The latter case occurs i the parities of r and k are di erent. In this case, reduction by 2 may be performed. Hence, we distinguish between unreduced digits D r k and reduced digitsD r k = 1 2 D r k . Table 1 illustrates the case r = 2. In the column \lowest terms", the rst and third matrix (k 6 = 0) are reduced, while the second matrix (k = 0) is unreduced. 
Tensors
To compute sums, products, etc., two-dimensional LFT's are employed. i it can be represented by a positive tensor, i.e., a tensor with components 0. Because of these analogies, we refer to matrices and tensors collectively as transforms.
It is easy to represent addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division by suitable integer tensors 8, 16, 14, 12, 13] . Tensors may also be used to represent transcendental functions, e.g., arctan x = hT 0 i(x; hT 1 i(x; hT 2 i(x; : : :))) where 
They satisfy the following equations: 
Left and right absorption are closely connected. Let T be T with the two middle columns exchanged. Then
Later, we shall see that D-emissions and D-absorptions have many properties in common. Thus, we introduce a common name: a D-transaction at a transform is either a D-emission or a D-absorption.
Small Factors
After a transaction at a transform in lowest terms, the entries of the result may have a non-trivial common factor. The most drastic example is D D = det D E for a digit matrix D. Yet apart from this, practical experience shows that common factors are usually quite small. The goal of this section is to nd bounds for such factors. We start o with a property involving determinants. Proposition 1. Let A be a matrix, and let B be a transform in lowest terms.
Then every common factor of the entries of A B divides det A.
Proof. Let g be a common factor of A B, i.e., A B = gC for some transform C. We may compute:
Hence, g divides (det A) B. Since B is in lowest terms, g must divide det A. u t For matrices, there is a dual statement with an analogous proof so that we obtain: Theorem 2. Let A and B be matrices in lowest terms. Then every common factor of A B divides both det A and det B.
There is a similar statement for the two versions of multiplying a tensor and a matrix: Proposition 3. Let T be a tensor in lowest terms, and M an arbitrary matrix.
Then every common factor of T L(M) or T R(M) divides det M.
Proof. We consider the L case; the other one is analogous. If T L(M) = gC for some tensor C, then 
Possibilities for Reductions
In the last section, we have seen that there is not much potential for reductions. Here, we show a result of opposite avour: certain reductions are always possible.
Consider unreduced digit matrices D r k = S 1 A r k S 0 . We have already mentioned that some of them are in lowest terms, while others are 2-reducible; higher reducibilities do not occur. Multiplying two digit matrices yields: 
Here, the second equality is due to S 0 S 1 = 2E, and the third due to 
Hence, we obtain: 1. The product of n digit matrices is always 2 n?1 -reducible. 2. After 2 n?1 -reduction, the result is again a digit matrix, and so it is either in lowest terms or 2-reducible. The result of applying n 1 absorptions and n 2 emissions of unreduced digits to a matrix M has form A 2 M A 1 where A i is a product of n i digit matrices. Thus, the result has a common factor of 2 n1?1 2 n2?1 = 2 n1+n2?2 . For a tensor T, we obtain a result of the form A 3 T L(A 2 ) R(A 1 ), and thus a common factor of 2 n1+n2+n3?3 .
Theorem 6. Let T 0 be some initial transform, and T n the result of applying n transactions with unreduced digits to T 0 . Then T n is at least 2 n?2 -reducible in case of matrices, and at least 2 n?3 -reducible in case of tensors. Theorem 8. Let T 0 be some initial transform, and T n the result of applying n transactions in base r to T 0 , and all possible reductions. Then kT n k 4r n kT 0 k in case of matrices, and kT n k 8r n kT 0 k in case of tensors.
In the moment, there is some hope that further reductions may lead to a much smaller increase. Unfortunately, we shall soon see that this does not work; in most cases, an exponential increase is guaranteed.
Big Numbers in Matrices
In this section, we derive lower bounds for the entries of a matrix after n transactions and all possible reductions. This is done by observing how the determinant and another quantity, the column di erence, are changed by transactions and reductions, and by deriving a reduction invariant from this. 
These facts allow the derivation of an upper bound for the determinant after n transactions. Working with unreduced digits gives a factor of (4r) n , and performing all reductions admitted by Theorem 6 gives a factor of 2 ?2(n?2) . Together, we get the following: Theorem 9. Let M 0 be some initial matrix, and M n the result of applying n transactions in base r to M 0 , and all possible reductions. Then j det M n j 16r n j det M 0 j.
Column Di erence
Consider again the explicit formulae for digit matrices of base r and their inverses (Equation (5) Corollary 12. When working with a matrix with non-zero determinant and column di erence, the average maximal reducibility is 2 after a transaction with an unreduced digit, and 1 after a transaction with a reduced digit.
Law of Big Numbers for Matrices
A lower bound for the determinant of a matrix M can be turned into a lower bound for the norm kMk using the inequality kMk It sounds a bit more optimistically to speak of the bit sizes of the entries instead of the entries themselves. The bit size of a number m is logm.
Theorem 14 (Law of big numbers).
Let M be a matrix with non-zero determinant and non-zero column di erence. After n transactions at M, at least one entry of the result has bit size (n), even if all possible reductions are performed.
The law of big numbers means that the usage of big integers is unavoidable in exact real arithmetic, at least in the signed digit approach of Edalat's group. It applies even in the simplest cases. For instance, doubling of an unsigned real is e ected by the matrix . According to (3), after a D-absorption, a subsequent D-emission, and a reduction by det D, the identity matrix is recovered. Repeating this cycle, we see that there are arbitrarily long sequences of transactions at the identity matrix which do not lead to entries bigger than 4r. It is an open problem whether such a xed bound can be found for any matrix with column di erence 0.
Big Numbers in Tensors
In this section, we derive analogues of the results of the previous section for tensors. The proceeding is similar, but a major obstacle is that tensors do not have determinants. Fortunately, a suitable substitute can be found.
Double Column Di erence
We start by introducing an analogue to the column di erence of a matrix. For a tensor T, the double column di erence dcd T is de ned by Because of (24), cdet(D T) = 4 cdet T holds for all tensors T and digit matrices D. Note that in contrast to the determinant of matrices, the factor is not det D = 4r, but only 4. On the other side, the column determinant is multiplicative w.r.t. absorptions; for any tensor T and matrix M,
holds. Here, the rst equality follows from (12) and cdet(T ) = cdet T, while the proof of the second equality is a straightforward, but tedious exercise in algebraic manipulations. Summarising and specialising to the case of digit matrices, we obtain: Theorem 18 (Law of big numbers for tensors).
Let T be a tensor with non-zero column determinant and non-zero double column di erence. After n absorptions and any number of emissions at T, at least one entry of the result has bit size (n), even if all possible reductions are performed.
Examples
The tensors that realise the four basic arithmetic operations satisfy the hypotheses of the law of big numbers: Addition:
? by the corresponding sequence of transactions. Thus, it has entries which are at least as big as the entries of the matrix, which are big by Theorem 14.
Discussion and Conclusion
The laws of big numbers as derived in this paper apply to unsigned reals only. Of course, our results crucially depend on the choice of the digit matrices. All digit matrices for all bases have zero column di erence, and this fact is implicitly used in the derivations of the formulae for the cd and dcd values after transactions. A completely di erent choice of digit matrices, with non-zero column di erence, may change everything. Also, the results may look di erent if irrational bases are used such as the golden ratio. However, we believe that big numbers cannot be avoided even in these cases, although we do not have a proof.
The appearance of big integers a ects the complexity of real number arithmetic. Consider an LFT satisfying the hypotheses of the laws of big numbers. If it absorbs and emits digits one by one, then the nth transaction needs time (n) since it involves integers of bit size (n). Consequently, the computation of the rst n digits of the result of the LFT needs time (n 2 ). This time can only be reduced by replacing the one by one treatment of digits by algorithms absorbing and emitting many digits at once. Of course, the price for this reduction in time are much more involved algorithms.
